For the analysis of huge problems which are very sensitive to the rounding errors, the software providing rational calculations is developed. Software uses MPI interface for communication in the distributed computational environment. Improved eciency of such software my be achieved by using heterogeneous computation systems. Local arithmetic operations with long numbers may be done in parallel mode with a lot of processes per one operation. This work introduces the research of increasing of the scalability of basic arithmetic operations.
Introduction
Reliable computations are the necessary [1] and sucient [24] tool for algorithmic analysis of large scale unstable problems. The library "Exact computation" [5] provides such functionality in the distributed computing environment.
Further increasing of eectiveness of such software is possible for account of heterogeneous computing environment allowing to parallelize local arithmetic operations using more than one process for the basic arithmetic operation.
Quality measure of the sequential algorithm is its computational complexity. Less computational complexity leads to less time complexity of the algorithm and its more eciency. Computational complexity of parallel algorithm is not indicative since dierent operation may be performed simultaneously. Good quality measure of the parallel algorithm is given by measure of the strong scalability of the parallel algorithm is speedup over sequential analogs. The best parallel algorithms provide constant or logarithmic (from the input data size) estimations of the time complexity that leads to O(n) or O(n/ log 2 n) speedup. Linear O(n) speedup usually is given by fully parallel algorithms and O(n/ log 2 n) speedup is given by algorithms that use doubling scheme. If the processes k = 0, 1, . . . , n require time t ρ k for the performing of operation ρ then time required to complete operation is t ρ = max{t ρ k : k = 0, 1, . . . , n}. The subject of the paper is development of the completely scalable parallel algorithms of the basic arithmetic operation with linear O(n) speedup and the well scalable parallel algorithms with O(n/ log 2 n) speedup.
It is demonstrated that the application of redundant positional notations gives the completely scalable addition/substraction algorithms and relative scalable algorithms for the rest basic arithmetical operations. The results about scalability algorithms for integer arithmetics that were announced at the conferences [68] are presented in the paper.
Heterogenous Computation Systems
Structure of heterogenous computation systems is presented on g. 1. . Heterogeneous Fragment of heterogenous system architect computation system unit consist of the managing CPUs (host side) and the set of devices (device side). CPU provides operating system functioning and program launch. Devices provide parallel execution of basic operations over the data objects of program.
Data exchange between host and device memory is carried out via PCI bus, On-chip and device-device communication is carried out via DMA (direct memory access). All local on-chip interprocess communications of the "point-to-point" type can be carried out asynchronously. Collective "one-to-all" data exchange may be carried out in two steps. First, some process sends data to the shared thread or shared device memory. Second, recipients read transmitted data. Reading of message from the shared memory may be performed simultaneously by all recipients.
In summary, such geterogeneous system allows to construct a relatively low-cost, highperformance computer with low power consumption. However, the transfer speed between the host CPU and the massive parallel device can become a bottle neck, making it unusable for applications with intensive CPU-Device-CPU data ow.
Massive parallel architecture of the devices requires algorithms with high level parallelism. Less clock rate (than CPU clock) of the device processors also decrease its eciency for sequential tasks.
Features of the devices may dramatically vary from one to another therefore we consider only pseudocode of algorithms. 
Addition of the Nonnegative Number
Classical addition algorithm for n-digit numbers is fully sequential. The possible approach for parallel execution of the addition is two step procedure: rst one is parallel digit-by-digit summation, second one is parallel carry propagation from all digits where carries are non zero. The second step can be performed after the rst one is completed but the operations at each step are fully parallel.
Algorithm may be implemented by the two fully parallel procedures Digit_Addition and Carry_Propagation. Some global procedure _global_Add is need to dene lengths of the summands and create the required quantity of the parallel processes. Further it is required to call procedure _global_Add to get the result of addition (a n−1 . .
Lets estimate the time for the execution of such algorithm as well as possible speedup compared with classical sequential algorithm.
It is known that the binary notation is applied for presentation of numbers in computer memory. Therefore the value R = 2 r is accepted as the base of the radix. Here r is word length of the utilized registers. Usually modern computers use 32-or 64-bit registers. We use the noted values of R and r.
Thus, each of parallel processes of the procedure Digit_Addition requires time for the addition of single digits and calculating corresponding digit of the result and carry, denote it as ts. The time of the execution of procedure Carry_Propagation can vary from 0 in the best case to (n − 1) · ts in worst case, we neglect overhead for while loop. An Full time of execution of addition algorithm depends on values of input arguments. The full time varies from s to n · s plus overhead on fork of the process. Time of the execution of addition by strictly sequential algorithm (i.e. digit after the digit) in above terms is exactly n · ts.
Lets estimate the mean time of the execution of our parallel algorithm on the assumption that the arguments belong to uniform distribution. Assume that n = m for simplicity.
The probability of the non zero carry in one of the processes is equal to
Probability to have sum of two digits a i + b i = 2 r − 1 is equal to
Consider the probability of carry propagation chain with length k ≥ l
Modern processors can address up to few terabyte of operating memory but we have probabilities P l ≤ q l−1 , l = 0, 1, . . . , m even for very long numbers when the digit is an r-bit number where r = 32 or r = 64. It is easy to see that the value of the probability P 2 ≤ q, therefore, in the asymptotic behavior the mean execution time of the algorithm is equal to 2ts. Thus, the considered algorithm has at the average n/2 speedup in comparison with the sequential addition algorithm.
Time of the addition in the the worst case may de decreased due to the improvement of the carry propagation algorithm. Elements of the chain of sequential carries may be processed in parallel. Carry propagation chains don't overlap.
Algorithm ACP releases advanced carry propagation scheme.
Under joining the low process with index L2 k sends to higher process with index (L + 1)2 k absent ripple carry ag mark it as N otCarry, itself carry c, and possible ripple carry verge V . High joining process with index (L + 1)2 k in the case of the presence of transfer from the low-order fragment L2 k is produced into all necessary digits (from
The verge of the propagation of the ripple-through carry in the united fragment is also rened. Excess processes are terminated for all cases.
Lets examine time complexity of addition with advanced carry propagation procedure. This loop is carried out by any of the processes not more than ⌈log 2 n⌉ times. During the appropriate optimization at heterogeneous environment these operators can be executed in parallel for one tick. Each of the active processes also executes no more than one receiving communication and not more than one sending communication. Their preparation and execution can be carried out for two tics.
Thus, the mean time of the advanced carry propagation scheme is equal to 3s, and in the worst case it is equal to 3s⌈log 2 n⌉.
In the asymptotic behavior of the mean time of the execution of addition with the application of advanced carry propagation algorithm is equal to 4s, i.e., exceeds mean time with the application of simple carry propagation algorithm in 4/3 times. However, already with the presence of the carry circuits of length of more than two digits the eectiveness of advanced carry propagation algorithm usage is undoubted.
The Binary Relations
Checking truth of any binary relation aρb : ρ ∈ {<, ≤, =, ≥, >, ̸ =} may be carried out through the relations ρ ∈ {=, >}.
Idea of the algorithm is following. Initially data are split up n separated processes i = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1, and p i and q i are results of comparisons 
Sequential comparison algorithm requires at mean n/2 operations of digit comparison. It is easy to see that palallel algorithm requires ⌈log 2 n⌉ of parallel steps. Average speedup over the sequential algorithm is n/2⌈log 2 n⌉ times.
Determination of the Number Signicant Digits
For the ecient usage of computational resources under execution of arithmetic operations it is necessary to know the number of signicant digits.
Number of signicant digits of the dierence after subtraction can be determined only after operation completion. Therefore, the way to compute completion is an important part of the ecient arithmetics.
Algorithm for this operation is optimized simplied version of the binary relation algorithm which requires ⌈log 2 n⌉ of parallel steps. So determination of the number of signicant digits is used only straight after the subtraction operation and may be performed with ⌈log 2 n⌉ parallel steps. 
Multiplication of the Multidigit Number on the Digit
1 i x 0 i ) R = a[i] [i] · b. Ì3 [Addtition]. Each process i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n − 1 calculates f [i] = ⌊ x 0 i +x 1 i−1 R ⌋ , c[i] = ( x 0 i + x 1 i−1 ) mod R.
Ì4 [Carry propagation]. Each process
) R is result of the algorithm. Algorithm calculates product of the number b on the digits a i , i = 0, . . . , n − 1 (line 3). Product of two digits is a two-digit number (x 1 x 2 ) R ≤ (2 r − 1) 2 = 2 r (2 r − 2) + 1, i.e. value of the carry x 1 (lines 4,9, and 10) is not more than 2 r − 2. Therefore there are no carry propagation chains (lines 11, 12, 13. 14) with length more than 1 and we have t i ≤ 2 r − 1 for all i = 0, . . . , n − 1, n.
From the description of Algorithm M it is evident that the expenditures of time for stages Ì2-M4 is tm + 2ts where tm is time to calculate the result of the digit on digit multiplication and ts is time to calculate sum of two digits and carry. Thus Algorithm M has speedup n times over sequential algorithm of calculating number on digit product.
Multiplication of the Two Multidigit Numbers
We can calculate the product of the two multidigit numbers of length n and m correspondingly using Algorithm M and reduction scheme to calculate sum of the partial results.
The time of execution of such procedure consist of time to perform in parallel Algorithm M for all digit of one number and ⌈log 2 m⌉ additions of (n + m − 2)-digit numbers.
Thus, average execution time does not exceed tm + ts(2 + log 2 m). In the worst case execution time not exceed the value tm + ts(2 + (n + m)log 2 m).
Algorithm M uses n and there are m digit to multiply rst number on. Consequently, the total quantity of created processes is equal to mn.
In the worst case with increasing length of operands the time of execution slightly exceeds the linear function, whereas execution time of the classical sequential algorithm of multiplication of two numbers has the quadratic dependence on length of operands.
Division
The classical algorithm of the long division cannot be performed in parallel. It requires (n+m−1) sequential operations of the multiplication-subtraction with m-digital numbers. In the papers [7, 9] the solution of the problem of increasing of the eectiveness of the algorithm for the operation of division by means of the Newton's method application is proposed.
In order to divide integer u = (
) R it is proposed to nd suciently precise approximation for number 1/v, then to multiply it on u, which will give the approximation for u/v. It is obvious that the length of integral answer is not more than n − m + 1. Number 1/v contains not more than m nonsignicant zeros in the high-order digits, for obtaining the correct result of division it is sucient that the approximate value of 1/v would still contain at least n − m + 1 signicant digits. Thus, the necessary precision of the value 1/v is determined by value R −n+1 . The application of Newton's method to the problem of nding of the root of equation f (x) = 0, where f (x) = v − 1/x, consists of the sequential calculation of
where x 0 is initial approximation calculated with the necessary precision. Function f (x) = v − 1/x is twice continuously dierentiable and strictly convex when x > 1. In this case the Newton's method possesses the quadratic speed of convergence, i.e., a quantity of correctly calculated discharges after the execution of sequential iteration will double. The initial approximation
i.e. it correctly calculates m digits. Thus, a quantity of iterations, which it will be necessary to carry out according to the Newton's method, will be not more than the value 4log 2 (n + 1) − log 2 m. On the k-th iteration (k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , l < log 2 (n + 1) − log 2 m) variable x represents (2 k+1 − 1)-digit number. Therefore at this cycle body with aid of parallel algorithms one operation of multiplication of variable x by the m-digit number b, one operation of subtraction of (2 k )-digital numbers, and one operation of multiplication of (2 k )-digital numbers are performed. Consequently, time necessary for fullment of the cycle body does not exceed value 2tm + ts · (2 + log 2 m + k) at the average case and value 2tm + ts · (4 + 2 k k + 2, 5 · 2 k + 3m log 2 m + k) at the worst case. Since
, the time of execution in the average and the worst cases will not exceed the values
The multiplication of two n-digit numbers completes the execution of procedure D.
This step requires at the average O(log 2 n) time and O(n · log 2 n) in the worst case. Thus, the nal estimations of the execution time of division in the average and worst cases will be equal respectively O (
Usage of Sign Radix Notation
The notation system given above is unsigned, digits in the position system on the base R are numbers 0, 1, 2, . . . , R − 2, R − 1. One of the drawback of this is that it requires the comparison of numbers to nd the result of addition and subtraction. It may be avoided by the application of sign radix notation. The digits on the sign radix notation on the base R are integers
Note that with odd R the number of positive and negative numbers is equal, and with even R a number of positive numbers is less than the number of negative ones.
Designate presentation of the number at the sign position radix notation with base R = 2 r as (a n−1 , ..., a 0 ) ±R , and its digits as a i = (a
. . , n − 1. High bit of the digit presentation is its sign (0 for positive, and 1 for negative). So digits at the sign radix notation are the objects of the sign integer type.
Note that all basic algorithms, for the unsigned numeration systems, with exception of the algorithms of addition / subtraction, will not change. The algorithms of addition / subtraction are united into the common algorithm.
Addition procedure calculates the sum of the unsigned presentations of signed integer data type (i.e. for positive numbers in high-order digit zero, for negative numbers in the elder ones digit), and forms the sum and carry into the next digit: in the absence register overow the carry is zero, the sign of result does not change, but in its presence the sign of result changes to the opposite and the carry of the corresponding sign is formed.
Application of sign position systems simplies the algorithm of algebraic addition, but it does not solve the problem of ripple-through carries propagation.
The accelerated calculation of the chain of ripple-through carry and its propagation is possible also for unsigned systems. Advantages and disadvantages of the accelerated carry propagation are the same as for unsigned radix notation. The truth of binary relations in the sign systems is easily realized by means of the subtraction operation. The sign of Âåñòíèê ÞÓðÃÓ. Ñåðèÿ ≪Ìàòåìàòè÷åñêîå ìîäåëèðîâàíèå è ïðîãðàììèðîâàíèå≫ (Âåñòíèê ÞÓðÃÓ ÌÌÏ). 2015. Ò. 8, 2. Ñ. 117126 the number is determined by the sign of high-order digit. Algorithms of denition of a number of signicant digits, multiplication and division are the same as in the unsigned radix notation.
Usage of Redundant Radix Notation
Parallel algorithms of all arithmetic operations presented above show at the average high speedup over sequential versions. Mean computing time of results of addition, subtraction, multiplication by the single-column number has the value O(1), the mean computing time of binary relations has a value of O(log n), multiplication and division of the numbers of word length n does not exceed value O(log 2 2 n). However, in the worst case the computing time of results of any operation with n-digital numbers requires O(n) time with the usual carry propagation and O(log 2 n) with the accelerated carry propagation. The reason for deviations from the average value is the fact that with the execution of addition (subtraction) for carry propagation there appear the chains of the length of more than one. To exclude the noted precedents to the usage of redundant radix notation [7] is helpful.
The natural n-digital number N in the radix notation with the base R is presented in the form of ordered set of numbers Thus, executing the operation of addition may be performed fully parallel for all cases.
Presented approach uses a radix notation with the redundant digit set. We use of the redundant bit of the digit as the postponed carry that makes it possible to perform the operation of addition in constant time.
Since the algorithms of multiplication and division are correct in this numerical notation and contain the operation of addition only, i.e. use makes the time of the execution of these operations is not worse than those estimations of the mean time of execution for algorithms examined above.
Disadvantage of the redundant radix notation is in the plurality of the number presentation, which makes eective calculation of binary relations and quantity of signicant places possible only after the global carry propagation, that removes the redundancy of representation. Let us recall that in the asymptotic behavior the probability of appearance of additional carry approaches zero.
Conclusion
Eective realization of local arithmetic operations with big numbers requires device with enough amount of random-access memory. If the numbers are so huge that the volume of device's random-access memory is not sucient then operations may be performed on several devices. Moreover, interface between the central processor and the device or between the devices has restrictions on capacity, latency and bandwith. The eectiveness of arithmetic operations with huge numbers is a subject of further researches. It is possible that implementation of Toom-Cook or Karatsuba rapid multiplication algorithms [9] will be eective for this case.
